
 

 

 

 

Le Mans “Disappointing” for McGrory Team  
Driving Proved to be Easiest Piece of Racing Puzzle 

(Le Mans) As many family members know, the 24 Hours 
of Le Mans is the world's oldest active endurance sports 
car race. What made this year’s race special was the 
addition of the McGrory Family Racing Team. While 
hopes were high, the team finished in ninth place due to 
a high number of delays during the switching of drivers. 
“We raced just fine,” said team captain Andy McGrory, 
“but Mom spent so much time kissing us goodbye that 
we were being passed left and right by those assholes 
from Ferrari and Lotus.” 

The crowd was audibly incensed when they saw Liz 

constantly grabbing either Andy or Charlie at each 

switchover. “The mama was crazy,” sobbed racing fan 

Larry Wendt, 

“the boys drove 

great, but it was 

always kiss, kiss 

and kiss in the 

pits.” 

Liz was added to 

the team for her 

unique ability to 

patiently work 

through traffic 

slowdowns and crashes on the track. “To tell you the 

truth, I enjoy when everyone is driving slow, so I can just 

look out the cockpit and see the other drivers and toss a 

wave or a quick ‘yoo-hoo’ before the next hairpin turn or 

pit stop.” When asked why she joined, she said “I 

thought they said the 24 grueling hours of Lamaze and 

my lady garden has tons of war stories from those years. 

No one has been through more except Rae Rae.”  

The family is planning to return to France next year with 

a new car and possible driver changes. “John’s head is 

too large to fit into a standard helmet,” said Andy, “and 

Jeff’s eyeballs are not what they used to be. So, we have 

expanded the search to the second cousins. Billy used to 

drive moonshine for Lorrie, so he is on the short list and 

seems not too huggy-kissy which would be great.”  

 

 

 

 

Border Wall with Wisconsin Proposed  
Well, We Don’t See Lorrie That Often Anyway 

(Sun Prairie) The Mom’s Newsletter Immigration and 

Planning Commission has proposed a border wall with 

Wisconsin due to Lorrie’s reluctance in attending family 

reunions. “I am a busy gal and there are plenty of 

McMichael women who can easily stand in for me,” said 

the chestnut-haired mother of two. “If Mike shows up or 

Billy’s ear does something interesting, I will be there but 

if it is just Broaster™ chicken and trampoline boxing, I 

will pass.” 

Family members and 

insiders are taking the 

border wall talk in 

stride. “It is like the 

1999 banishment of 

Derek Sayres and Don 

Smith (wedding dance 

incident) or the full 

shunning of Curt 

Breeding (pouring of low quality bourbon) in 2010. 

“Except for the actual physical building of the wall,” said 

family historian Elizabeth “Betty” Kenow. “If I am a 

betting woman, and I am, this too will eventually pass. 

This is not a family that holds grudges for more than a 

century. Hardly anyone brings up the missing wedding 

thank you notes anymore.”  

While tensions are at a historical high, a visit to 

Bingstock and a vat of apple crisp would go a long way to 

reduce tensions. “Stay tuned,” said Betty Kenow. Either 

way, the first panels are planned for placement in 2019. 

 

 
A Visit to Uncle Bing’s Favorite Punchlines: 

• “If I can find my keys, we can drive out.” 

• “I am not sure what it is, but it seems to be eating 

my popcorn.” 

• “Bohfus?” 

• “Bent it? Hell. I think I broke it.” 

• “People might think they were dancing…” 
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